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the second most populous country in rassilon, aspiria is re-
nowned for its fine wines and steadfast attitude against invaders. 
but times have changed, and aspiria is threatened by orc maraud-
ers and the deadly, relentless scavengers. while the king hunts and 
dances, seemingly oblivious to the current events, the great nation 
slips steadily toward destruction.

rules oF the realm 
these setting rules apply in aspiria. 
* Justice for All: the courts of aspiria are run by the cult of 

Hothar. in their eyes, all men are equal. as such, nobles do not gain 
the usual +2 charisma bonus awarded them by dint of their social 
station when involved in court cases. 

* Nobility: typical aspirian player character nobles can hold a 
maximum rank of baron. only those born to a count, or who marry 
into the family, can ever achieve that station. the gm may allow 
noble heroes to be of royal birth. since the current king has no 
heirs, any royal heroes would be the children of the king’s siblings, 
thus making them dukes. 

Heroes (except those related to the royal family) may become 
count-barons regardless of social status, though such awards are 
extremely rare. we recommend a maximum of one hero per cam-
paign be granted such an honor, and then only once he reaches a 
minimum of 100 glory or rules a resource with a population in 
excess of 20 (see Hellfrost Rassilon Expansion).

soCial hierarChy
whereas neighboring chalcis has been ruled by a duke since 

gaining independence from the anari empire, a hereditary mon-
arch governs aspiria. by tradition, the eldest child, male or female, 
inherits the throne. the eldest child of the reigning monarch holds 
the title of crown prince or princess, while siblings are archdukes 
or archduchesses. their children in turn take the titles of prince or 
duke, lacking the greater honorific. although members of the royal 
family, they have little true political power, for that lies in the hands 
of the noble council.

ranking below the royalty are the high nobility, the seven he-
reditary counts and their children. between them, the counts own 
around 70% of aspiria, though they are bound to the monarch by 
oaths of allegiance. by law, no monarch can ever be a count at the 
same time as he rules aspiria. thus, if a marriage occurs between 
royalty and high nobility, one party must give up their claim to 
the appropriate seat. which claim is forfeited depends largely on 
the likelihood of achieving power. Hence, the third daughter of 
the king has little chance of becoming queen and achieving any 
true degree of power, but by marrying a count’s eldest son she 
may someday be a countess. a similar law prevents the families of 
counts marrying to create a great county.

below the counts are the count-barons, all of whom are members 
of the noble council. while some are true nobles elevated to the 
council by dint of their extensive lands, influence, wealth, or loyalty, 
many are merchants, clerics, and mages. although the title is purely 
honorific, they are influential citizens in their own right, and thus 
awarded greater respect than the lesser nobility. both the monarch 
and counts may appoint lesser titles of baron, banneret, and knight 
as they see fit, though any land they grant the title holder must come 
from their own domains. together these three form the lesser nobil-
ity. each noble is beholden to whomever granted him his title.

the upper classes comprise rich merchants, important vintners, 
high clerics, and senior mages, such as arkhwisards, as well as se-
nior military commanders in the king’s household and members of 
court. merchants, master crafters, senior clerics, and many mages 
are deemed middle class, along with scribes, guildmasters, and the 
like. finally there are the peasants, the bulk of whom are farmers 
and laborers.

the noble CounCil
the noble council is a check to the authority of the monarch. 

while the king, in theory, has great power, any decision that affects 
aspiria, such as taxation or summoning the army to war, must be 
approved by the council as a whole.

the council comprises an inner chamber, in which sit the seven 
counts, and an outer chamber, to which all members automati-
cally belong.

the inner chamber serves only to settle disputes of birthright 
should the monarch die without issue, and to elect new members 
to the noble council. the latter requires the unanimous vote of all 
seven counts. since appointments are often politically motivated, 
reaching any sort of decision is rare, and thus new members are 
rarely elected. in recent centuries it has become tradition for a new 
monarch to appoint one new member to the outer chamber. seats 
in the outer chamber are not hereditary. when the incumbent 
resigns or dies, his seat becomes vacant.

when the original council was formed, all seven counts had an 
equal vote. with abstention prohibited by law, no deadlock was 
possible. today, the counts receive two votes in honor of their 
greater station and the count-barons just a single vote. should a 
matter be tied, the inner chamber votes on the matter to ensure 
the motion is either passed or rejected.

no member of the royal family may ever sit on the noble council. 
those who have rejected their birthright are exempt from this law, 
since they can never again reclaim their royal title. no member of 
the royal family may enter the chamber unless invited by majority 
vote of the inner chamber, and even then he must enter without 
bodyguards or armaments.

traditionally, the council meets twice a year. with no one wish-
ing to travel far in winter, gatherings are held in late spring and 
early fall. the council’s chambers are part of the royal palace.

eduCation
aspiria boasts just two formal schools. the first is within the el-

emental towers and is restricted to trainee elementalists. the sec-
ond is the royal academy, so named because it was founded by an 
earlier king. technically it caters to all citizens, though the tuition 
fees make access unobtainable to all but the wealthiest inhabitants. 
as such, it caters only to the upper classes and nobility.

children are taken from the age of five upward and complete 
their basic training at the age of 14 (the age of adulthood). there-
after the pupil may enlist for advanced courses or leave to begin 
his adult life.

elsewhere, citizens learn as they do in other realms, with cler-
ics and family members providing instruction based on their faith 
or occupation. while most citizens are well versed in common 
knowledge topics, some are fortunate enough to learn more eso-
teric subjects or expand their knowledge to cover other lands.

the guild of alchemists in glassport provides apprenticeships, 
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Ruler: King Halgroth V
Religion: Eostre, Ertha, Hothar, Sigel
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though only to mages and clerics. Courses last for three years, after 
which time the student should have achieved basic competency in 
the art. In game terms, any mage or cleric from Aspiria with the 
Alchemy Edge is likely to have studied here.

RELigiOn
The four major deities of Aspiria are Eostre (Plantmother and 

then Animalmother), Ertha, Hothar, and Sigel, though all the gods, 
good and evil, receive some degree of worship.

Eostre Plantmother’s worship is strongest in the Southern 
Marches, where the vintners hold her in high regard. Since wine 
makes up the bulk of the area’s income, the general populace also 
offers her plentiful worship. Elsewhere, she is honored for her role 
as patron of cereals and vegetables. Regardless of where she is wor-
shipped, services always involve the drinking of wine.

Whereas Chalcis strips the Granite Mountains for metal ore, 
Aspiria is rich in semi-precious and precious gems. Ertha has long 
been worshipped in the settlements of the foothills and along the 
trade roads down which the gems travel, though elsewhere she is 
very much a lesser deity. All her halls are richly adorned with pre-
cious stones of exquisite quality and workmanship.

Since suffering under the yoke of Anari oppression, the Aspirians 

have come to hold justice in high regard. They believe that while 
not all men are born equal, all men have the gods-given right to 
live equally. No man is above the law in Aspiria, for even the king is 
subject to the Noble Council’s rulings. Whereas in many countries 
the nobility hold court, in Aspiria all trials are conducted by the 
cult of Hothar.

Such is the Aspirians’ regard for justice that every county capital 
has a temple to Hothar, while every settlement of more than 500 
people has a shrine. Across the land, the temples of Hothar use the 
same system of justice—lesser cases are heard by a lone cleric and 
serious cases by a panel of three clerics. In military and religious 
trials, the clerics are assisted by either a high-ranking officer or a 
cleric of the faith that has been wronged, who can advise on ap-
propriate matters.

With Hothar so important, it is not surprising that oaths are held 
in high regard, and those who break their sacred word are treated 
with great contempt.

Sigel rose to prominence during the Demongate War and never 
lost his place as one of the more popular gods. During the Blizzard 
War he ranked as the primary deity of Aspiria, replacing Tiw as god 
of war. Though worship has declined slightly since those distant 
days, the constant threat of orcs and giants, the hardening winters, 
and the growth of Witchwood have ensured he retains a place in 
the heart of all Aspirians.
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MiLiTARy
The monarch maintains a personal bodyguard of 2,000 soldiers, 

collectively known as the King’s Guard. 
Of these, 250 are “war knights.” They are divided into five equal 

strength companies known as lances. The 1st Lance comprises 
actual nobles, typically second or third sons with little hope of in-
heriting greater titles. The remaining four lances are primarily com-
mon men, though the captain and his sergeant are always nobles. 
The 5th Lance is actually a training company, its members largely 
untested in combat.

Service length and acts of valor see knights promoted through 
the lances. Eventually, a soldier may be knighted by the king and 
awarded a place in the 1st Lance, the king’s elite bodyguard.

The bulk of the army comprises 1,500 heavy infantry. They are 
divided into three battalions, each in turn sub-divided into five 
companies of 100 men. Battalions are commanded by a Knight-
Captain (who is always a noble) and companies by a Captain of 
Infantry. Each captain is aided by a Sergeant of Infantry. Within each 
battalion three companies wield long swords and medium shields, 
one company battle axes and large shields, and one company car-
ries halberds. All are clad in chain hauberks.

Lastly, there are two companies of leather-clad crossbowmen, 

each with a strength of 125 men. They are commanded by a Cap-
tain of Archers, with a Sergeant of Archers acting as his second-in-
command.

Although the Noble Council currently stands at 26 members, 
only the seven hereditary counts are allowed to maintain a private 
army in excess of more than a few dozen soldiers. Troops are listed 
below by company strength. Heavy cavalry are formed into compa-
nies of 50 men, and all other troops into companies of 100 men.

Count Andamar: Andamar holds lands between the Eastern 
Marches and the central trade road. His forces are currently divided 
between aiding Count Lux to the north, reinforcing the border 
along the Granite Mountains in the east, and safeguarding the trade 
road.

Troops: Heavy cavalry (6), heavy infantry (4), crossbowmen (1).
Count Einhard: Lord of Asper and Protector of the Western 

Marches, Einhard’s lands are troubled by marsh dragons, trolls, 
and bufomi, though not to any great degree. A full half the army is 
stationed in forts overlooking the dank waters of Drake Marsh.

Troops: Heavy cavalry (1), heavy infantry (3), crossbowmen (2).
Count Lux: Lord of the Eastern Marches, Lux has been forced to 

increase the strength of his army in the face of renewed orc attacks. 
Unfortunately, this has resulted in the bulk of his forces comprising 
raw recruits. Despite his tactical prowess and the fervor of his men, 
the orcs are steadily capturing more and more territory.
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Troops: Heavy cavalry (4), heavy infantry (4), crossbowmen (3). 
lux also maintains a company of irregulars known as the east march 
runners, a mixture of clerics, mages, skirmishers, and adventurers 
working to short-term contracts. they perform dangerous work, 
but are well paid for their skills and services. also serving him are 
the east march wardens (see appendix).

Count Noisiu: lord of kingsmead, noisiu faces constant attack 
by small bands of orc marauders and an increasing threat from the 
scavengers. two hundred men are garrisoned in the town, with 
the rest protecting the prosperous gem mines and small farming 
communities that make up the count’s domain.

Troops: Heavy cavalry (4), heavy infantry (2), skirmishers (1), and 
crossbowmen (3).

Count Uryen: the town of vergo has suffered continual eco-
nomic decline over the centuries, so much so that not even pirates 
bother to raid it any more. the army has withered in size and mo-
rale is at an all-time low.

Troops: Heavy infantry (1), crossbowmen (2). count uryen has 
three drakkar (240 men), which are used to combat the growing 
number of smugglers using vergo as a base.

Countess Envita: protector of the southern marches, envita is 
both a countess and a “wine-baron.” much of her army is dedicated 
to protecting the vineyards that dot the hills and the merchant cara-
vans that wind through the land.

Troops: Heavy cavalry (2), heavy infantry (3), crossbowmen (2).
Countess Erolwyn: countess of glassport, erolwyn’s domain 

is untroubled by orcs and giants. Half the army is stationed in 
glassport, aspiria’s largest port, with the rest being divided among 
small motte-and-bailey forts stretching up the trade road as far as 
the silverleaf forest. merchants may pay a small fee to camp within 
the forts overnight.

Troops: Heavy infantry (2), crossbowmen (2). the countess has 
three snekkes (300 men) at her disposal for anti-pirate duties.

trade & tribute
aspiria is part of a trade network that extends into the western 

low winterlands and across the turbulent ocean to alantaris isle 
and the magocracy. the granite mountains block overland passage 
except to the west, while in the east the bitterstream and granite 
run, combined with the middle Hills, restrict trade.

all the trade roads save one pass through new asper. the winter 
road heads into the borderlands, the west road carries trade be-
tween the capital and asper, the fish road links the city with vergo, 
and the glass road cuts across the land to glassport. the other 
trade route, which extends from kingsmead to three way bridge, 
is known as the glittering road.

gems, both cut and uncut, are exported to ludogov in the border-
lands, where merchants compete with those of the northern battle-
lands to sell their valuable wares, to the magocracy, where they are in 
great demand among the nobility, and to neighboring chalcis.

olive oil, a commodity once in steady supply but now failing year 
by year, fetches high prices in the magocracy. unfortunately, it is 
also highly prized by pirates.

great quantities of wine, both expensive, rare fermentations and 
common table wines, are exported primarily to alantaris isle and the 
magocracy, though merchants are constantly seeking new trade routes 
through to the marklands and the eastern low winterlands. although 
the wine travels well, the distances involved, combined with various 
import duties, mean the fermentations are extremely expensive, plac-
ing even poor wines outside the grasp of all but the nobility.

in terms of imports, aspirians buy horses from the drachenlands. 
the local breeds are surly creatures, ill-suited for riding or using as 
beasts of burden, though they make fine eating. chalcis provides 
metal ore and ingots, though due to a lack of overland trade routes 
all shipments to and from the nation must travel by sea.

taxation policies are set by the king, though must be ratified by 
the noble council.

Alchemical Tax: all alchemical devices except those sold by the 
alchemists’ guild are subject to a 10% sales tax. this raises the cost 
of alchemical devices in aspiria by a similar amount.

the king’s decision to tax alchemical devices yet exempt the alche-
mists’ guild (essentially part of the convocation) has not gone down 
well with the cults. unable to persuade the monarch to exempt them 
as well, the four major cults have taken matters into their own hands. 
instead of selling alchemical wares, they give them away in return for 
a donation. naturally, the minimum donation is exactly equal to the 
standard price of the device. so as not to be seen to be snubbing the 
law, the cults only offer this service to those who have their deity as 
patron—other buyers must pay the inflated price.

Customs Duties: imports are taxed at 4%, except beer and spir-
its, which are taxed at 10%. exports tax is set at 3%, except on wine, 
which is taxed at 1%.

Hearth Tax: all households pay 1 gs per annum for each fire-
place in the home.

Income Tax: citizens pay 10% tax based on their annual income 
to their feudal superior and 10% directly to the king’s treasury. the 
counts, whose only superior is the king, pay 20% to the monarch.

Sales Tax: a fee of 3% is paid on each transaction.
Scutage: males between the ages of 15 and 50 who do not join 

their local militia or an army are taxed 10 gs per year to help main-
tain the army. this is paid to the local noble to whom the citizen’s 
allegiance lies. new asper has no militia, meaning that every citi-
zens of the capital must pay the tax.

maJor loCales
presented below are new places for your heroes to explore while 

adventuring in aspiria.

asPley

Population: 404
Ruler: countess-baroness bethan ap-merovig
although the locals grow grapes on the slopes behind the beach 

and produce middling quantities of wine, their produce is very 
much of table quality, ideal for guzzling, but not suitable for re-
fined palates. located on the storm-battered southern march coast, 
aspley’s main export is fish. while fresh fish is available locally, 
much of its exports are smoked or salted. small but industrious, 
the populace sells most of its catch to the wine-barons and their 
workers, with only a little leaving the county.

as one might expect, aspley’s residents are followers of neorthe. 
a temple of neorthe stands upon the beach, its three priests serving 
the spiritual needs not just of the locals, but of neighboring villages 
as well. with a large parish to watch over, two are usually away from 
the temple at any given time. built from driftwood and decorated 
with material scavenged from the beach, the main temple is little 
different from scores found along rassilon’s coasts. the only thing 
it is noted for is its tall, rickety tower, also built of driftwood. dur-
ing bad weather, one of the priests maintains a vigil at the top to 
ensure the large lantern housed there is not extinguished.

iCe wine 
with the winters growing longer and the summers increas-
ingly colder, the vintners of aspiria have begun experiment-
ing with ice wine. 
ice wine is fermented from grapes which have been subject-
ed to intense frost while on the vine. while the water in the 
grape freezes, the sugar does not. this produces a very con-
centrated juice, which is both strongly acidic and very sweet. 
producing ice wine requires a modicum of luck and the bless-
ing of the gods. if the frost comes too late, the grapes will rot 
on the vine. too early and the grapes will not have reached 
maturity, and too intense a frost makes it impossible to ex-
tract any juice (this must be done while the grape is frozen). 
the smaller juice yields, combined with a fermentation pro-
cess that takes months rather than days or weeks, means ice 
wine is very expensive—30 gs a bottle for even a moderate 
quality wine. alcohol percentage varies between 6% and the 
more standard 13%.
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on the slopes overlooking the village stands a wooden statue of 
neorthe, his trident pointing out to sea. constructed five genera-
tions ago by the then-high priest, it stands twice as tall as a man. 
strangely, the trident is normal sized. why this should be is long 
forgotten, but a popular theory points to the priest, on discovering 
he was short of wood, focusing his attention on the god’s person 
rather than his weapon. at the base of the slope is the village 
cemetery. very few citizens are actually buried here, preferring to 
be consigned to the ocean, and the marker stones are memorials 
rather than grave markers.

the residents are currently gripped by fear. several fishermen 
have failed to return in recent weeks, despite there being no bad 
weather or pirate activities. strange footprints have been discov-
ered on the beaches close to the temple, their origin apparently the 
cold waters of the foaming sea.

unbeknownst to the locals, the statue of neorthe conceals a 
relic. in his younger days, the priest responsible for its construction 
was part of a short-lived crusade against a kreana community lying 
some ten miles offshore. after a fearsome underwater battle the 
colony was destroyed and its sacred relic, a coral trident, taken as 
plunder. unwilling to destroy the relic, which had powers related 
to the ocean, the priest hid it inside a wooden shell. His intention 
was to wait a few years, just in case the kreana came hunting for it, 
then retrieve it and put it to good use. alas, he died of illness and 
his secret went with him to the ocean floor.

although it has taken the best part of 100 years, the kreana have 
reclaimed the site and now seek the return of their relic. through 
diligence and torture of captured fishermen, the shark-men have 
narrowed their search down to aspley. wary of suffering another 
heavy defeat, yet driven by their bloodlust, the priests have sent 
scouts to locate possible hiding places. when the trident is found, 
aspley’s citizens will be the victims of a massive assault, in which 
no mercy will be spared.

balauChteraFon

Population: 269
Ruler: elected council and mayor
where the bladerun and westflow rivers meet, the waters form 

a wide, shallow lake before continuing their joint journey south 
through drake marsh to the sea. one of the strangest settlements 
along either river lies not upon their banks, but in the middle of the 
lake, several miles from either shore.

tuomi oral tradition claims the village was built as a refuge for a 
powerful tribe living along the edge of the marsh. when invaders 
threatened, they abandoned their homes and retreated to the lake 
village. abandoned as a refuge after the aspirians’ ancestors rose 
to dominance and drove the “barbaric” tuomi north, the village 
eventually became home to fishermen, reed gatherers, and peat 
cutters, a role it continues to play to this day.

pronounced “bal-ock-fon,” the name is tuomi, and literally 
translates as the “village on top of the river.” despite being part of 
aspiria for centuries, the old name remains in use. constructed by 
the ancestors of the tuomi tribes now residing in the borderlands 
centuries before the anari arrived, balauchterafon sits 10 feet above 
from the waters, held aloft by hundreds of thick wooden piles 
driven deep into the thick mud. wooden decking covering the piles 
provides a flat, stable surface.

the densely packed piles make it impossible for even rowboats 
to maneuver beneath the village. dotted around the perimeter are 
numerous rope ladders. locals and visitors alike tether their boats 
to the nearest pile, then clamber up the ladders to reach the vil-
lage proper. any cargo is hauled up by means of pulleys. when 
the mists rise above the lake, which is frequent in late fall through 
early spring, the village appears to float above the nebulous vapors, 
giving it an unearthly quality. particularly dense mists can roll into 
the village, making movement treacherous for those not used to 
the elevated position—a single wrong step can lead to the unwary 
plunging into the water below (there is no railing or palisade to 
prevent this). visitors are advised to stay close to buildings, from 
which lanterns are hung.

dominating the low skyline is a single two-story structure. this 

serves as both a small temple of neorthe and the council chambers. 
it is also home to a single priest of the god of water, as well as being 
the mayor’s official residence.

although it stands within the domain of count einhard of new 
asper, a council made up of ten prominent citizens rather than a 
nobleman governs balauchterafon. one of these is in turn elected 
mayor, serving as council chairman for a three-year term. He is 
granted the status of a baron by aspiria’s nobility. a recent addition 
to the mayor’s permanent advisors, who have no voting power, is 
an emissary from scayle. a member of the elite dragon guard, he is 
responsible for training the small militia (20 citizens, all part-time) 
in how to deal with marsh dragon attacks.

Cave oF rending

named for the deadly cave trolls that live in the dark depths, the 
cave of rending lies in the foothills of the granite mountains close 
to the border with chalcis. a filthy, stinking network of sunless tun-
nels and chambers littered with bones and decaying flesh, the cave 
is supposed to hold a temple to a troll deity.

few adventuring parties have ever returned from exploring the 
cave, and those who did came back nursing grievous wounds and 
recounting stories of waves of trolls willing to lay down their lives 
in the defense of the cave system. worse still are the tales of an in-
telligent, spellcasting troll, something never encountered before.

for now the king, in whose lands the cave lies, has forbidden 
any large-scale military action against the trolls, fearing that any 
provocation would awaken a sleeping giant, figuratively speaking. 
the monarch may, however, be forced to act sooner than he would 
like, for orc emissaries have approached the trolls with the aim 
of forming an alliance. should the orcs succeed, they would gain 
powerful allies, threatening both aspiria and chalcis.

ChePwyKe

Population: 950
Ruler: countess-baroness ethaine ap-gui
the small town of chepwyke (from the classical anari “cheap 

wick,” meaning “market settlement”) has often been described as 
the most ideally placed settlement in aspiria. located in the fertile 
central basin just ten miles west of three way bridge, it benefits 
from good soil, a constant flow of trade caravans (greatly increased 
since glass shipments began), and no serious threats. never 
troubled by any invaders, the rulers never bothered erecting any 
fortifications.

the town is divided into three districts. immediately north and 
south of the trade road, which cuts through the town’s heart, is a 
mercantile district. inns offering travelers a comfortable bed and 
hot meals, corrals where caravans can park up overnight, ware-
houses for those who wish to sell their wares to local merchants, 
and workshops dedicated to the needs of the caravans are packed 
along the main thoroughfare. beyond these, both north and south, 
is the main town, with its houses and workshops and granaries.

a rivalry has developed between the inhabitants of the mercantile 
belt and the rest of the citizens. those living and working along the 
trade road consider themselves better educated and worldlier than 
those who tend the fields and livestock. for their part, the farmers 
and herders consider their neighbors to be arrogant, materialistic, 
and riddled with vice.

the feelings are not helped by the cults of eostre (both aspects) 
and var, who are competing for hearts and minds. the god of trade 
has a smaller following, but his cult is most definitely richer and 
more influential in local politics. its clerics are pushing for cara-
vanserais and warehouses to be erected on farmland on the town’s 
perimeter. the cult of eostre objects to this desecration of the 
land, reminding those who care to listen that aspirians have always 
farmed the soil for their livelihood and that those who seek wealth 
for wealth’s sake are victims of vali’s insidious teachings.

count andamar, in whose county chepwyke lies, is currently 
distracted by events in the eastern marches. He has ordered count-
ess-baroness ethaine to sort out the problem. Having held the title 
for only six years, and fearful andamar will strip her of it if she 
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fails him, she has no desire to make a hasty decision on such an 
important matter. while she listens to depositions from both sides, 
the rivalry is beginning to turn ugly.

Coxley

Population: 665
Ruler: baron corneus ap-aalard
the village of coxley sits on the northern slopes of the west-

ern marches, close to an area of peat bog bordering the westflow. 
Here the locals raise sheep and goats and harvest peat, the primary 
source of hearth fuel in aspiria. despite the presence of bufomi 
and marsh trolls, the village is protected only by a deep ditch and 
earthen rampart.

over the last year the villagers have dug deeper into the peat, un-
covering numerous corpses. the corpses are a ghastly sight, their 
skin and flesh preserved and stained black by the oxygen-starved, 
highly acidic environment. rightfully fearful, the villagers had the 
corpses blessed and then burned.

events have taken a more sinister turn in recent weeks, for 
several villagers have disappeared while in the bog. search parties 
found no trace of the missing citizens, but they did uncover areas 
of peat that appear to have been pushed upward, as if something 
tunneled out from below the ground.

sages have revealed the peat bogs mark one of the battlegrounds 
in which the brave defenders of aspiria clashed with the liche-
priest’s army. fearful that some sort of undead has been disturbed, 
baron corneus has requested the cult of scaetha investigate. they 
have yet to reply, and the nobleman grows more impatient and 
worried as the days pass.

glassPort

Docks: as aspiria’s largest port, glassport boasts extensive 
wharves and warehouses, not to mention industries related to 
shipping and shipbuilding. ships from alantaris isle, chalcis, and 
the magocracy regularly call here, and the dock area is awash with 
foreign sailors. on rare occasions, a ship from al-shirkuh, the des-
ert realm south of rassilon, berths here with a cargo of rare goods. 
when it does, folk gather from far afield to see the dusky-skinned 
sailors and listen to their tales of endless burning sands, strange 
beasts, and alien forms of magic.

The Glass House: the great market and temple of var in glass-
port is a vast stone hall with many brilliantly painted stained glass 
windows, a gift from the guild of glaziers, whose recent wealth has 
benefited the entire town. while the main market is held weekly 
(on marketdaeg), the glass merchants have a concession allowing 
them to trade daily. an accommodation block and tavern caters for 
merchants wishing to engage in trade deals, as well as visiting cler-
ics of var.

The Sand Dweller: an inn located near the docks, the sandpit, 
as the establishment is better known locally, caters for visiting mer-
chants from al-shirkuh and those who wish to trade with the free 
emirates of the western coast. the decor is thoroughly southern in 
style, as is the cuisine, which uses a lot of unusual spices.

the innkeeper, omid ibn-Hazid, is an ex-patriot who has taken 
aspirian citizenship. although omid is fluent in both aspirian and 
trader, he permits only sandspeech, the trade language of al-
shirkuh, to be spoken in the sandpit. patrons who cannot speak 
the language are shown the door. customers may pay in scields 
or dinars.

goldField

Population: 760
Ruler: sower baron tregor ap-bovis
aspirians may drink copious quantities of wine, but it is bread 

that fills their bellies. the village of goldfield is one of many that 
sits on the fertile plains of vergo. over time it has become renowned 
for two things.

first, its rich fields. goldfield grows some of the best wheat in the 
land and mills the finest flour. goldfield has long supplied flour to 

the royal court. in recognition, the then king bestowed the noble 
title of baron on the high priest of eostre plantmother, elevating 
them to ruler of the village as well as spiritual guardian.

when the incumbent priest leaves his post, either through retire-
ment of death, a council made up of the wealthiest landowners and 
the temple clergy appoints his successor. such is the reputation of 
this small settlement that candidates come from across aspiria in 
the hope of swaying the council with their piety and stewardship 
skills.

residents argue that goldfield’s bread and cakes are also wor-
thy of high praise. no one who tasted the many bakers’ fine ware 
would argue otherwise, but these goods are not exported and thus 
rarely enter the mouths of others.

goldfield’s second noticeable feature is the grandeur of its grave-
yards, within which stand myriad statues and mausoleums. at some 
point in the distant past its residents became fixated with death, 
though not in a morbid fashion. rather, they prepare for their 
inevitable end by scrimping and scraping to save enough money 
to ensure they can afford a lavish tomb and plentiful grave goods. 
fine furniture, quality clothes, and expensive jewelry are disdained 
in favor of inexpensive goods. for all its prosperity, goldfield looks 
like a settlement on the edge of economic collapse.

with the tombs stuffed full of grave goods (an odd trait among 
anari), the living had to take precautions against thieves. in place 
of hiring mercenaries or thieftakers, who might be tempted by the 
fabulous riches lying just feet away, the villagers opted to pay the 
cult of scaetha. not only would they never rob a tomb, but the 
clerics would also sing litanies and recite prayers.

business is booming. a handful of clerics are paid out of local 
taxes to patrol the greater cemetery, while those with more money 
pay for guardians to pay closer attention to their future tomb. the 
cult maintains a very detailed ledger of who has paid what amount 
and how long the cult’s services can be retained.

the cult does not divulge its accounts to outsiders, but folklore 
has it that the cult has been watching over the granite mausoleum 
of one wealthy grain merchant for over a century.

golem worKshoP

before the golem uprising, aspiria was a major center of golem 
production. while they were expensive, many rich citizens had 
golems in their service, for they were a ready supply of tireless, 
servile labor. (the aspirians did not use human slaves to any great 
degree.) little wonder then that aspiria was the worst affected na-
tion when the golems rebelled. although the authorities, backed by 
mages and clerics of the norns, were swift to destroy all the known 
workshops, legends persist that one escaped their attention.

rumors vary as to its location, but all agree that the workshop 
contained dozens of rooms devoted to golem manufacture. wild 
stories that the mages who once operated from here had construct-
ed a fantastical machine to mass-produce golems at great speeds 
are unfounded but popular.

while creation of golems is now outlawed across rassilon, many 
parties are interested in the process, not least the awakeners. if 
ancient texts detailing the lost art are to be found anywhere, it is 
in the fabled workshop. of course, the same storytellers who claim 
the workshop exists are quick to add that it is heavily guarded by 
golems who did not join the rebellion, and that they are following 
their original orders in killing all who come across the site without 
the proper authorization. thus, the site has remained unexplored 
for over 150 years.

haringaard

Population: 9,750
Ruler: count lux ap-gwaer
located in the western portion of the eastern marches, Harin-

gaard is count lux’s county seat. before king Halgroth iv’s violent 
cleansing of the marches, the town was little more than a large 
village. it quickly prospered as new settlers flocked to the land, 
which, though largely unsuitable for agriculture, proved ideal for 
raising flocks of sheep and herds of cattle. like most settlements in 
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